










is atomico Put ~1 - ~ - 81 ; if the mass ~1 is non-continuous, then
U2 - inf ~I(E(P)) > O,
pe~
and so it is possible to go on in the same fashion.
After n steps, we get
n
~ - ~ - E 8
n k= l k
and, i f • continuous, eq.(4) holds with and wi th each~n 1S ~o = ~n
8k null for k > n. If ~n is non-continuous for any n, we get a se-
~quence (8
n
) such tha t the corresponding seri es n~18n(E) converges for
every Ee Cl (since ~(E) < + ~). Then lim uk - O, and it follows thatk-
~o - lim ~n is continuous .•
n-
3. Non atomic masses.
In the classical case of a measure, non-atomicity is equivalent to
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continuity. This can be seen, for examp1e, as an easy consequence of
the fo11owing
Theorem 2 (5aks) - Let ~ be a measure on a a-algebra <2 c/f(lI).
Given any E: > O, there exists pe ::tJ such that each Ekep is either
an atom or ~(Ek) < €O.
Proof : see [2J, p.308 .•
This equiva1ence cannot be carried over to the genera1 case of a mass:
in [lJ it isshown (cfr. a1so the fo11owing Theorem 5) that, if ~=vH,
where v is atomic and À is continuous, with v«À (i.e. v is abso1~
te1y continuous with respect to À), then ~ is both non-atomi c and
non-continuous.
In other words, whi1e atomic masses are necessari1y non-continuous (see
Proposition 2), non-atomic ones can be either continuous or noto
For con~inuous masses, the fo110wing resu1t has been estab1ished in [13J:
Theorem 3 - Let ~ be a continuous mass on a a-algebra é1 c~(lI) .
Then there exists a sequence (F) of mutua11y disjoint measurab1e sets,
n
with ~(F) > O,
n
O < a < ~ (li), and
00
such that nE1~(Fn) equals any preassigned a, with
(5) F ) •
n
50 to say, the mass ~ "behaves" li ke a measure on each co11 ecti on
(F ) : then it would seem interesting a deeper investigation of the fami1y
n
(or of some suitab1e subfami1y) of a11 such sets obtained when a ranges
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in the open interval from O to ~(n).
A simple corollary of Theorem 3 lS the following: the range of a
continuous ~ is the whole interval lO,~(n)j. The latter statement
• no langer true if • non-continuous: counterexample is givenlS ~ lS a
1n [l]; moreover, there it is shown that the range of ~ need not even
be a closed subset of R, contrary to the classical case of a measure.
As far as continuous masses are concerned, let us quote also a recent
result obtained through non-standard methods: a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a continuous mass, which is invariant
for a transformation of into itself, is given in [16J.
We want now to extend Theorem 3 to the more general case of a non-ato
mic ~: the previous remarks show that we can hope, at most, in counta
ble additivity on a suitable sequence of sets (and not also, as in eq.
(5), in a beforehand given value of a).
Theorem 4 - Let ~ be a non-atomi c mass on a a-algebra a c!S'(n).
Then there exists a sequence
with ~(A) > O, such that
n
(A ) of mutually disjoint measurable sets,
n
00 00
(6) = Ll~(A ) .
n= n
In genera1, we define B c: B l' with
n n-
Proof - Let Be ~ , with O < ~(B) < ~(n): then a1so B' = n - B
satisfies O < ~(B') < ~(n). At 1east one of them (cal1 it B1) is such
l
that ~(Bl) ~ 2 ~(n) . Now, 1et B2 e et, B2 c Bl , be such that 0<~(B2)<~(B1)




A. nA. - l1J for i F j. Moreover
l J
00 k 00
~(n~lAn) = l:l~(A ) + ~(nUk+1An) -n= n
k k 1
= l:l~(A ) + ~(Bk+1) ~nl:l~(An) + ~ ( Q)2k+1 •n= n
As k ~ 00 , we get
which, taking into account Proposition 1, gives (6) .•
The next theorem wi11 enable us to extend (in Section 4) the previous
resu1t a1so to a particular c1ass of atomic masses.
Theorem 5 - Let a c C?(Q) be a a-algebra,,, an atomic mass on (1 ,
and a continuous mass on a such that À(A) > o for any atom A
of ,,(e.g., such that "«À). Then ~ = " + À is non atomic and non-con
tinuous.
Proof : see [1] .•
Remark - Put ,,= l: 6
n
in Theorem 1, eq.(4): " need not be atomic
n
(an examp1e is given in [10J , p. 47), and so we may have masses which are
at the same time non-atomi c and non-continuous, but not of the form given
by Theorem 5.
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Coro11ary 1 - Let B be an u1trafi1ter mass and À a continuous
mass on e:t EIf( Il), with B«À. Then ~ = B + À is non-atomi c and
non-continuous.
•lS a
Coro 11 ary 2 - Let B
that B«À, where À
be a measure on 0..
be an ultrafilter mass on Ci cl§!(ll)
continuous measure on Cl. Then
such
B cannot
Remark - It is interesting a1so to look at Theorem 5 as another
counterexamp1e to known resu1ts for measures: in [7] it is shown that,
given two measures À and v,with v«À and À non atomic (i.e.
continuous), then valso is non-atomico Actua11y, this need not be true
if v is on1y a mass (and not a measure), for examp1e if it is an
u1trafi1ter mass B, as that of Coro11ary 2. The existence of such a mass
(given À) can be proved (cfr. [lJ) taking an
the fi 1ter
Cl. -ultrafilter containing
4. Atomic masses and measurab1e cardina1s.
5ince the mass occurring in Theorem 5 is non-atomic (and non-cont~
nuous), Theorem 4 can be suitab1y app1ied to it, giving easi1y a countab1y
additive sequence of sets a1so for the atomic mass v.
Theorem 6 - Let v be an atomi c mass on a a-a 1gebra (1. c: 1'(Il), such
that V«À, where is a continuous measure on c:l. Then there exists
a sequence (A ) of mutua11y disjoint measurab1e sets, such that
n
00
= "l v (A )n= n •
